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EP research: threefold mission
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Threefold mission:Education  Research Social services 
Software courses
 Prof. Bachelor EO/ICT
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2) TDD4ES research overview
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Problem statement
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Two trends influence the way embedded software is developed
1) Embedded system level: 
Embedded software plays a more important role
2) Global level:
Embedded systems are becoming more pervasive in our 
lives (even in critical domains)
• Consumer electronics
• Automotive / transportation
• Medical applications




Quality assurance in embedded software development is 
mostly limited to debugging and final testing, only focusing on 
the current issue…
Embedded software testing gap


















© B.W. Boehm, 1981
Software Engineering Economics
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5. Encapsulating third party 
code
Timely detection of bugs by automated testing
 Running test suite frequently during development
 Incrementally expanding the test suite




1. Write failing test (red)
• New behavior
• Minimal skeleton to get through compilation
2. Write code to pass test (green)
• Minimal implementation
3. Refactor 
• No new behavior
• Clean code
• Keep tests passing
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1. Code is tested while it’s written
2. Fast feedback cycle
3. Extensive & safe refactoring
4. Focus on current functionality
5. Tests become living documentation
Disadvantages









Many exist for C/C++ (>40)
minUnit, CppUnitLite, UnitTest++, GoogleTest, CxxTest, EmbUnit, 
CppUTest, CppUnit, Unity…
Or: write your own (TDD-style)
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2. Select values for test
« By writing a test before implementing the item under test,
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TDD tests
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Black box tests   vs. White box tests
a.k.a. glass box tests
• Internal perspective
• Implementation










• Broken window syndrome
o One broken test, which remains unresolved, 
leads quickly to many broken tests.
• Test cancer [Fowler]
o Removing broken tests is a bad habit.
Testing & Embedded co-design 
about changing requirements
Maintaining tests is necessary
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↔ Embedded TDD challenges
1. Limit the memory footprint needed for TDD on target 
hardware
2. Tests for 
1. Hardware independent code
2. Hardware aware code
3. Hardware specific code
3. Maintain a fast programming cycle
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TDD strategies for embedded
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TDD strategies for embedded
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Test on target Test on host Remote testing
1. Unlimited number 
of tests
2. Full option 
framework
3. Program code with 
hardware 
virtualization
1. Unlimited number 
of tests
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• Isolating hardware behavior typically enlarges 
test cases (mocks)
- Processing power 
- Memory footprint
• Slow development cycle
- Frequent target programming
1. Develop test on host
o Mock hardware
o Correspondence with driver on target
2. Migrate test to target
o Mock is replaced with real hardware driver
Test passes: mock & implementation = OK
OR
Test fails: mock & implementation != OK
Test on Host: Mock verification
26
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Evaluation: Test on Host
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Advantages
• Fast programming cycle
• Hardware does not need to be available
• Migration supported by test suite
Disadvantages
• Verification on target needed
o Cross-compilation issues




• Inter Process Communication (IPC)
• Remote procedure call (RPC)
• Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA)
Operation
• Tests / framework on host 
• Program / drivers on target
• Management mechanism on both
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• Scalable alternative for test on target (ROI)
• Fast prototyping 
o Stable driver base on target
o On host development of higher level tiers
Disadvantages
• Remote testing system
o Development




Test & Program 
on target
+++
Test & Program 
on host
+/-
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• Two-stage access bug pattern
• Wrong lock or no lock
• Double-checked locking
• A “blocking” critical section 
• The sleep() bug 
• Losing a notify
• Orphaned thread bug
TestingDesign patterns

















Busy Busy Idle Busy Idle
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Moore’s Law Amdahl’s Law
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Design Patterns
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• A design pattern is the 
description of a general 
solution to a recurring 
problem [E. Gamma]
• Origin: OO-programming
• Adopted for HPC (UC Berkeley - OPL)




PARALLEL EXECUTION DESIGN SPACE
SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OPTIMIZATION DESIGN SPACE
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Some examples …
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• Thread Pool Pattern
o Implementation Strategy Pattern (lower level)
• Problem? Perform parallel tasks with a static number of 
available units of executions
• Solution: 
o Create a static thread pool 
o Construct a shared task queue





• Problem? same operation
on a large dataset
• Solution:
o Construct a set of 
data-independent 
operations
o Map data-chuncks to
these operations
o Reduce the sub-results
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Academic case study: FFT
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• Radix-2 Cooley-Tukey Algorithm




• Synchronization before last stage to avoid data races
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• ARM DS-5 Streamline Debugger/Profiler
Bitreversing // twiddleLUT FFT(N/2)
Last stage
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• FS4ES: Functional Safety for Embedded Software
• Project team: 
KHBO(KU Leuven) + KdG(UA) + FMTC
• If accepted 
o 2 years, starting in October 2013
o budget for 71 mm
• Tetra project
o funded by IWT
o Tetra  = Technology Transfer to improve innovation in SME in 
Flanders
KHBO, 6/2/2013 57
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FS4ES Objectives
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1) Design patterns for Functional Safety in Embedded 
software
2) Applying testing techniques, converting functional 
requirements into tests, simulating hardware behavior
3) Collecting implementation guidelines
4) Investigating tool support, focus on tools affordable for 
SME’s
5) Providing examples in academic and industrial context
Project User Group:
determines the course of the project
• Scientific
- prof. dr. ir. Eric Steegmans (KU Leuven)
- prof. dr. ir. Yolande Berbers(KU Leuven)
- prof. dr. Serge Demeyer (Universiteit Antwerpen)
- Altreonic (Eric Verhulst, CTO)
- ir Isabelle Vervenne (KHBO)
• Valorisation
- DSP-Valley, FMTC, IMEC, Sirris
• Companies
- Atlas Copco Airpower NV
- Bombardier NV
- Cochlear Benelux NV
- Dana - Spicer Off-Highway Product Group - Dana Holding Corporation
- E.D.&A. NV
- EiA – Grammer
- Emrol bvba
- Flanders’ DRIVE
- Ferranti Computer Systems NV
- LMS International NV
- Melexis Technologies NV
- QSpin Vlaanderen bvba
- Silliberty BVBA
- Tass Belgium NV
- Televic RailNV
- Teletask BVBA
- Verhaert New Products & Services NV
• Still open for extension!
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Contact
• KHBO (KHBO, EP)
 dr. ing. Jeroen Boydens 
 jeroen.boydens@khbo.be
• KdG (KdG, CoSys-Lab)
 dr. ir. Marijn Temmerman
 marijn.temmerman@kdg.be
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